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INTRODUCTION
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is classified as an 
inappropriate myocardial hypertrophy of a non-dilated left 
ventricle in the absence of an obvious inciting stimulus. This 
is a primary cardiac disorder that results from a known or 
suspected genetic defect in sarcomeric proteins of cardiac 
myocytes. HCM is thought to be inherited in an autosomal 
dominant fashion. Although HCM is commonly found in 
cats and humans, it is infrequently reported in dogs.  

CLINICAL FEATURES
In young dogs the condition is usually characterised by 
occurrence of sudden death, even in animals without 
previous symptomatic presentation of cardiac disease, 
while in a few cases there is marked cardiac failure (old 
dogs). A possible contributing factor to the scarcity of 
reports in canines may in part be the fact that the majority 
of dogs with HCM do not exhibit any clinical signs of 
cardiac disease (physical / stethoscopic / radiographic / 
MRI / biochemical / electrocardiograph) or have a history 
of exercise intolerance.  
• Physical – broken ribs, blunt trauma, etc.
• Stethoscopic – no bradycardia, tachycardia or 

arrhythmia
• Radiographic / MRI – measurements and morphological 

appearance largely within normal limits.
• Biochemical – cardiac enzymes CK, LDH, AST, 

Troponin-I all within normal limits.
• ECG – normal profile.
These features are similar to those described with HCM in 
humans where the condition is most frequently reported in 
childhood and is a well-documented cause of sudden 
cardiac failure in athletes. However, there is one feature of 
HCM in dogs which is very rarely reported in humans: 
complete heart block.
Sudden and unexpected cardiac death may be the first 
clinical manifestation of the disease even among 
asymptomatic patients. The typical history involves an 
unexpected anaesthetic death or sudden death in otherwise 
apparently healthy young dogs (<3 years). This HCM-
associated sudden death phenomenon has been described 
in a wide variety of breeds, from the toy breeds through to 
the giant breeds. Complete heart block may be a significant 
contributing factor in these cases.

ANAESTHETIC DEATH
Anaesthetic death rates in small animals have been 
reported at 0.1 – 0.43%.  In a 1990 study in the UK of 20 
814 dogs undergoing anaesthesia, a mortality rate of 0.23% 
was experienced. When these mortalities were divided into 

those with pathology (concurrent disease) and those 
without, mortality rate in dogs with pathology was more 
than 30 times greater when compared to dogs without 
pathology. Although the anaesthetic agents used, 
experience of anaesthetist/surgeon, age and sex of the 
patient are also possible contributing factors, concurrent 
disease has the greatest impact on mortality rate.  
Unfortunately, HCM in canines often remains undetected 
during the pre-anaesthetic examination unless the clinician 
has access to echocardiography to perform ventricular and 
septal thickness measurements. Marked hypertrophy of the 
left ventricular wall and interventricular septum with 
narrowing of the left ventricular lumen are the stand-out 
features of this condition.

PATHOLOGY
Thorough examination of the cardiovascular system for 
evidence of HCM should form an integral part of the post 
mortem examination in any acute unexpected death or 
anaesthetic death in an otherwise healthy individual.  
• Remove the pluck including the tongue, oesophagus, 

trachea, lungs and heart.  Open the pericardial sac to 
observe for fluid accumulations (Fig. 1).

• Remove the pericardium (Fig. 2).
• The heart is removed from the pluck at the base of the 

large vessels (Fig. 3).
• All fat should be vigorously trimmed off and all blood 

massaged out the chambers under running water.   
• Weigh the heart.
• Transect the heart from the apex to the base in cranio-

caudal orientation (longitudinal section) (Fig. 4) or
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Fig. 1: Open the pericardial sac to evaluate for fluid 
accumulations.
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• Cut through the ventricles about half way between base 
and apex (transverse section) (Fig. 5).

• For longitudinal sections of the heart:  The 
interventricular septum (IVS) is measured in the area of 
maximal thickening, approximately one third to one half 
the distance between the aortic valve and left ventricular 
apex. The posterior left ventricular free wall is measured 
directly behind the midpoint of the posterior mitral 
valve leaflet and at the level of the inferior extent of the 
mitral leaflets. This allows for evaluation of 
disproportional thickening of the IVS. The right 
ventricular wall is measured near the tricuspid valve 
annulus (Fig. 6).

• For transverse sections of the ventricles: ventricular 
thickness ratios are calculated from thickness 

measurements of the ventricles and IVS at a level 
half way between base and apex (Fig. 7).

From these measurements the heart weight : body weight 
ratio and ventricular thickness ratios are calculated.

Cardiac size in dogs: 
Heart weight : Body weight ratio
Mean = 0.71%; Range 0.43%-0.99%

Ventricular ratios:
Longitudinal – The longitudinal section measurements of 
the heart are designed to evaluate disproportionate 
thickening of ventricular walls.
IVS thickness : Free left ventricular wall thickness ratio 
>1.1 is a diagnostic criterion for disproportional thickening 
of the IVS (hypertrophic cardiomyopathy).  

Fig. 2: Remove the pericardium.

Fig. 3: Remove the heart from the pluck by cutting through the major 
vessels at the base of the heart.

Fig. 4: Longitudinal section the heart but 
cutting in a cranio-caudal orientation from the 
apex through to the base.

Fig. 5: Transverse section of the ventricles is 
made at a level half way between the base and 
apex of the heart.
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Transverse – These transverse ratios can be used to refine 
the severity of the hypertrophy. 
(Left ventricle + IVS) ÷ Right ventricle = 3.32 ± 2.76 = 
target ratio.
Right ventricle ÷ (LV + IVS) = 0.31 ± 0.26 = target ratio.

SAMPLE COLLECTION FOR 
HISTOPATHOLOGY
Tissue blocks of the full thickness of myocardium are 
taken at the following sites:

• IVS in the area of maximal thickening, approximately 
one third to one half the distance between the aortic 
valve and left ventricular apex.

• Posterior left ventricular wall approximately one half 
the distance between the mitral valve annulus and left 
ventricular apex (including papillary muscle).

• Free right ventricular wall at the level of the tricuspid 
annulus.

• Junction of the interatrial and interventricular septums 
(conduction system) (Fig. 8).

Unlike HCM in humans, marked disorganisation of cardiac 
myocytes is not consistently found in septal or free left 
ventricular wall sections from dogs with HCM. Therefore, 
gross morphometric cardiac measurements are extremely 
important in confirming HCM in dogs. Diffuse 
degenerative changes of the conduction system are 
observed in some cases of HCM in dogs. This conduction 
system pathology is not unique to HCM, however, and 
similar pathology has also been described in dogs with 
complete heart block that did not have a cardiomyopathy 
and in dogs without cardiac disease that either died 
suddenly or were euthanased.
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Fig. 6: Longitudinal section – Ventricular thickness 
measurement sites for the free left ventricular wall 
(asterisk), inter-ventricular septum (diamond) and free 
right ventricular wall (circle).

Fig. 8: Sample collection sites for histopathology.

Fig. 7: Transverse section – Ventricular thickness 
measurement sites for the free left ventricular wall, inter-
ventricular septum and free right ventricular wall.
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Multiple-choice questions
 (Choose one answer)

QUESTION 1
Which of the following is considered central in the de-
velop ment of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in the dog?
A. Dilated left ventricle
B. Hypertrophied right ventricle
C. AV valve abnormality
D. Genetic defect in sarcomeric proteins
E. Dilated right ventricle
QUESTION 2
What feature of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in dogs 
is very rarely reported with hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy of humans?
A. Inappropriate myocardial hypertrophy
B. Non-dilated left ventricle
C. Hypertrophy of the interventricular septum
D. Narrowing of the left ventricular lumen
E. Complete heart block
QUESTION 3
Which of the following is a typical clinical presentation 
of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in young dogs?
A. Sudden unexplained death
B. Bradycardia
C. Tachycardia
D. Cardiac arrhythmia
E. Abnormal cardiac enzyme levels
QUESTION 4
Which of the following factors has the greatest impact 
on mortality rates in dogs undergoing anaesthesia?
A. Anaesthetic agent used
B. Experience of anaesthetist
C. Concurrent disease
D. Age
E. Sex
QUESTION 5
What procedure can be used to detect hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy in the pre-anaesthetic examination?
A. Radiography
B. Echocardiograph
C. Troponin-I serum levels
D. ECG
E. Stethoscopic examination
QUESTION 6
When examining a longitudinal section of the heart at 
what point is the measurement of the free left 
ventricular wall thickness taken?
A. Half the distance between the aortic valve and left 

ventricular apex  
B. In the area of maximal thickening

C. Directly behind the midpoint of the posterior mitral 
valve leaflet

D. Near the tricuspid valve annulus
E. Approximately 2 cm lateral to the anterior descending 

coronary artery
QUESTION 7
What is the mean heart weight: body weight ratio for 
dogs?
A. 2.73 %
B. 0.35 %
C. 3.25 %
D. 0.71 %
E. 4.15 %
QUESTION 8
In longitudinal section examination of the heart what is 
the IVS thickness: Free left ventricular wall thickness 
ratio criterion used to confirm disproportional 
thickening of the IVS?
A. >1.10
B. <1.00
C. <0.75
D. <0.95
E. <0.50
QUESTION 9
In transverse section examination of the ventricular 
walls what is the target thickness ratio for the           
(Left ventricle + IVS) ÷ Right ventricle ratio?
A. 4.95 ± 2.76
B. 6.35 ± 2.76
C. 3.32 ± 2.76
D. 0.15 ± 2.76
E. I.12 ± 2.76
QUESTION 10
Which of the following myocardial sites would not be 
considered a routine site for histological examination 
for indicator lesions of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy?
A. Inter-ventricular septum in the area of maximal 

thickening approximately one third to one half the 
distance between the aortic valve and left ventricular 
apex 

B. Posterior left ventricular wall approximately one half 
the distance between the mitral valve annulus and left 
ventricular apex (including papillary muscle)

C. Free right ventricular wall at the level of the tricuspid 
annulus

D. Junction of the interatrial and interventricular septums
E. Left atrium at the level of the entrance of the caudal 

vena cava
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SAVC Accreditation Code: AC/1168/14. To answer  the questions visit www.sava.co.za and log into the members 
section. Click on CPD and log in.  VetCPD web system code: a85476 for this article.


